1.
Introduction This paper examines argument/oblique alternations, where a semantic argument of a predicate may be morphosyntactically realized either as a direct argument (e.g subject or object) or as an oblique. The conative alternation in (1) is an example.
(1) a. Kim cut the pie.
b. Kim cut at the pie.
In (1a) the patient the pie is realized as an object and in (1b) it is realized as an oblique marked by the preposition at. There is a semantic effect associated with this alternation: when the pie is a direct object it is known to have necessarily been affected in some way, but when it is an oblique it may or may not have been affected, depending on the context (i.e. it is underspecified for affectedness). We point out three general properties of such alternations, which a theory of argument realization should ideally capture. These are given in (2)-(4).
(2) Implicational Contrasts: Direct argument variants often entail additional properties of the alternating participant not entailed by oblique variants.
What a direct argument variant says about the alternating participant entails what the oblique variant says about the alternating participant, but not conversely. In the conative alternation in (1) for example, all else being equal, (1a) specifies a result not specified (nor contradicted) for (1b). Following Beavers (2005 Beavers ( , 2006 , in prep), we argue that this property holds for many other alternations as well.
(3) Root Dependency The contrast exhibited by a given verb in a given alternation depends on the verb.
While the contrast an alternation exhibits may be characterized very generally, the exact contrast is always verb-dependent.
(4) Verb Hierarchies: For certain alternations, the ability of certain verbs to alternate predicts the ability of other verbs to do so.
We argue that these properties derive from the lexical semantic properties that verbs associate with their arguments. We claim that predicate decomposition theories of argument realization (Dowty 1979 , Levin and Rappaport (Hovav) 1988 , 1995 , 1998 , Pinker 1989 , Gropen et al. 1991 , Wunderlich 1997 , Van Valin and LaPolla 1997, Davis 2001 , inter alia) fail to capture these properties, because they are inherently structural rather than semantic in nature, i.e. they base generalizations on the structure of semantic representations, but these structures are not necessarily tied to any independently motivated semantics (a point made by Koenig and Davis 2004) . We argue instead that entailment-based approaches to argument realization (Ladusaw and Dowty 1988 , Dowty 1989 , Primus 1999 , Ackerman and Moore 2001 , Beavers 2005 , 2006 provide an appropriate language for capturing these properties.
2.
Predicate Decomposition vs. Entailment-Based Approaches Theories of predicate decomposition posit two components to a verb's meaning: an event template built of a small number of basic predicates (e.g. CAUSE, BECOME) that capture the subevent structure of the event, and an idiosyncratic root associated with the particular verb, as in the following example from Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1998:119, (33) ):
(5) Phil swept the floor clean.
[
In (5) the template defines an ACT event between two participants x and y, subscripted by the idiosyncractic root SWEEP, indicating that the ACT is a sweeping event. This serves as the first argument of a CAUSE predicate whose second argument is a resultant BECOME predicate indicating that y comes to change state as a result of the event. The relative prominence of x and y in the template determines their relative morphosyntactic prominence in the clause, such that the least embedded participant is the subject and the more embedded participant is the object.
In entailment-based approaches a verb instead assigns to each argument a set of entailments describing its role in the event, which determine argument realization according to some set of mapping principles. For example, Dowty (1991) defines subject/object selection in terms of two thematic proto-roles defined as follows (ignoring entailments having to do with existence independent of the event which Dowty posits but suggests may not ultimately be relevant):
(6) Proto-Agent (Dowty 1991:572, (27)) Proto-Patient (Dowty 1991:572, (28) On Dowty's approach the argument bearing the most proto-agent entailments is the subject and the argument bearing the most proto-patient entailments is the object (Dowty 1991:576) . In (5) Phil is assigned all of the proto-agent entailments in (6) but none of the proto-patient entailments, while the floor is assigned all of the protopatient entailments but none of the proto-agent entailments. Thus Phil is the subject and the floor is the object. The specific implementations aside, the crucial difference between these theories is that in decomposition approaches the structure of the event template determines argument realization whereas in entailment-based approaches it is the entailments assigned to each participant. In the next several sections we show how decomposition theories do not naturally capture the properties in (2)-(4), while entailment-based approaches provide a natural language for capturing these properties.
3.
Implicational Contrasts Consider first the well-known locative alternation (Fillmore 1968 ):
(7) a. Kim loaded hay onto the wagon.
(locatum=DO, location=OBL) b. Kim loaded the wagon with hay.
(location=DO, locatum=OBL)
In (7) there are two non-causer participants, a locatum (the thing that moves) and a location (where the locatum moves to), and either may be realized as the direct object, in which case the other is realized as an oblique marked by an appropriate preposition. This alternation is associated with a well-known semantic affect: the location receives a "holistic" interpretation (it comes to be completely full) when realized as the direct object (Anderson 1971) . This is shown in (8), where the direct object variant is infelicitous with continuations contradicting the holistic reading, while the oblique variant is compatible both with continuations in which holistic affectedness is entailed and those in which it is contradicted: (8) a. #Kim loaded the wagon with hay, and had extra room for the grain. b. Kim loaded hay onto the wagon, and had extra room for the grain. c. Kim loaded hay onto the wagon, filling it up completely. Levin and Rappaport (1988) characterize this contrast in terms of what they refer to as the "paraphrase property": the location direct object variant (7b) entails the location oblique variant (7a) but not vice versa. They capture this in terms of two distinct but related event templates (ibid:26, (24)):
(9) a. John loaded hay onto the wagon.
(change-of-location, cf. On this analysis (9a) is essentially a change-of-location event of the locatum, whereas (9b) is a change-of-state event of the location by means of a change-oflocation of the locatum. Levin and Rappaport (1988:25, (21) - (22)) propose a direct object linking rule in which the least embedded participant that is either moved or changed (i.e. the least embedded non-causer) is linked to the direct object. The morphosyntactic and semantic facts follow directly from this approach. Each template makes a different argument more prominent (less embedded) in the decomposition, which determines different direct object linking. Furthermore, (9b) embeds (9a), predicting the paraphrase relationship.
However, this approach is problematic for two reasons. First, both variants entail some degree of affectedness for both participants (at least partly moved or filled) whether holistic or not (as noted by Jackendoff 1990:129-130) . However, (9) does not reflect the entailments of at least partial affectedness for either participant, and thus it is also not clear how (9) encodes the holistic vs. at least partial affectedness contrast for the location. Furthermore, it is not clear in general what kind of affectedness is encoded in (9b), which only says that the location comes to be in some state. But why this state is interpreted as a state of being completely full (rather than some other state) is unclear. Gropen et al. (1991:162) describe the holistic effect as "most natural" when the location is more prominent, but there is rarely an explicit explanation for why this is the case or how the interpretation actually arises.
Second, and more importantly, the "paraphrase property" is more complicated than (9) suggests. The entailment relation between the variants in (7) rests crucially on the fact that the locatum is a mass noun. However, bare plural/mass noun objects are known to force atelic readings for all transitive dynamic predicates, locative or otherwise, obscuring any potential holistic reading that might arise (Verkuyl 1972) . When the locatum is a definite specific NP, it also yields a holistic reading (a point also made by Fillmore 1977 , Jeffries and Willis 1984 , Dowty 1991 (10) a. #Kim loaded the hay onto the wagon, but needed a truck for the rest.
b. Kim loaded the wagon with the hay, but needed a truck for the rest. c. Kim loaded the wagon with the hay, leaving none behind.
Thus the paraphrase property, as much as it can be called that, is a general property that holds relative to each participant: each variant associates an additional property with its direct object not associated with the corresponding oblique in the other variant. In fact, as discussed extensively in Beavers (2005 Beavers ( , 2006 , this relativized version of the paraphrase property applies to many alternations that involve notions others than holistic affectedness and grammatical functions other than object, as shown in the following examples (cf. Beavers 2005:30-31, (6) , (9) Such data shows that the morphosyntactic contrast between direct argument and oblique realization for a single participant corresponds to a very general, participantbased semantic contrast characterizable informally as in (13) (13) In semantically contentful argument/oblique alternations direct arguments are specified for properties left underspecified for corresponding obliques.
The principle in (13) cross-cuts a range of possible alternations and semantic properties. Decompositions do not capture this since all they encode are structural differences between co-arguments in the decomposition (as discussed extensively in Koenig and Davis 2004) , in particular regarding their relative embeddedness. But embeddedness is not itself inherently linked to any particular semantic contrast, least of all the one in (13). Ideally a theory of alternations should link the morphosyntactic contrasts to the appropriate semantic contrasts defined independently.
Entailment-based approaches to argument realization provide a language for doing exactly this. Since the semantics of a verb consists of sets of entailments, which constitute the thematic roles of the verb's arguments, then by definition there can be subset relations between such sets. Subset relations encode exactly the sorts of implicational contrasts discussed above: (14) For any two sets of entailments R and Q assigned to a participant x, if R Q then Q says more about x (contains more entailments) than R.
We can therefore place the following general constraint on linking rules governing argument/oblique alternations, restricting the semantic contrasts they allow:
(15) An argument x of verb V has entailments Q V as a direct argument and entailments R V as an oblique where R V Q V .
Linking rules for particular alternations specify which sets of entailments are relevant. For example, however the locative alternation is analyzed, we would expect it to yield the following assignments of entailments, which obeys (15) Whichever participant is the direct object receives one additional entailment (the holistic interpretation) not associated with it as an oblique. Thus what were structural asymmetries in decompositions are implicational asymmetries in entailmentbased approaches, capturing the contrast in (13) in an independently motivated way.
4.
Root Dependency The contrast governed by a given alternation varies, sometimes dramatically, depending on the verb that occurs in the alternation. Consider cutting, slicing, and chipping verbs, which exhibit realization patterns similar to locative alternations: (17) a. Kim cut/sliced/chipped the window with the diamond.
(w. affected) b. Kim cut/sliced/chipped the diamond on the window.
(d. affected)
We again have a three participant situation: some agent (Kim) moves some locatum/instrument (the diamond) into mutual contact with some location (the window), and one participant becomes affected as a result (see Gawron 1986 on such events with hit and Guerssel et al. 1985 , Laughren 1988 on such an analysis for conative alternations with these verbs). In (17a) the location is the object and is entailed to have been affected, while in (17b) the locatum is the object and comes to be affected. In both cases the oblique is underspecified for any effect. Thus we have something like the locative alternation: either non-causer may be direct object in which case it is specified for an effect for which it is not specified as an oblique. Though not canonical locative alternations, (17) share many properties in common with spray/load alternations that suggest these two are different manifestations of the same alternation (Fillmore 1977 , Dowty 1991 , Beavers 2005 , 2006 . First, both cases involve inherently three argument verbs with the same morphosyntax for the oblique participants (with-marking for the locatum, in(to)/on(to) marking for the location). Second, the locatum is always intermediate in the force-dynamic chain corresponding to both kinds of events (following the terminology of Croft 1991), i.e. the agent first acts on the locatum and then on the location: Finally, the locatum in both kinds of events always moves relative to the location. Thus we have two verb classes, the spray/load and cut/slice classes, which describe similar events and exhibit the same argument realization alternation. Yet the contrast depends on the verb class: it is the (under)specification of holistic affectedness for spray/load and the (under)specification of affectedness for cut/slice. To be sure, the conative also allows both types of contrasts: This suggests that the semantics of a given alternation is inherently tied to the verb. In decomposition theories we would expect to treat each verb the same in terms of the geometry of its event templates, e.g. we would expect the with-variants of spray and cut to have the following forms following Levin and Rappaport's (1988) analysis of the locative alternation above (see Guerssel et al. 1985 , Laughren 1988 But such an analysis would not capture the lexical idiosyncrasy, i.e. the fact that the "same" alternation has different semantics with different verbal roots. Presumably, this comes from the root portion of the decomposition (the only thing differentiating the two representations). However, the link between the root and the event template is rarely explicated in detail in such theories (though see Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1998) , and in general the root plays no role in assigning particular semantics to any participant, least of all assigning different semantics to a participant depending on its position in the template.
On an entailment-based approach root dependency follows naturally. Different verbs associate different entailments with their arguments; linking rules determine subset relations dependent on the entailments handed to them by the verb. For example, following Beavers (2005 Beavers ( , 2006 , assuming that holistic affectedness entails affectedness, whatever linking rule generates the locative paradigm can be seen as stripping away the strongest entailment of affectedness. Spray and cut assign different strongest entailments, generating the contrasts in (21). Thus the root is what determines the contrast exhibited by a given alternation. In fact, the very notions of "root" and "template" are no longer ontologically distinct on such an approach. Whereas before the template determined the existence of an alternation in terms of structural asymmetries between co-arguments, this work is here done by subset structures between sets of entailments, which are emergent from the entailments that constitute the semantics associated with a given root.
5.
Verb Hierarchies We turn now to the relationships between different verbs regarding their ability to undergo certain alternations. Consider the dative alternation, in which the recipient argument of a three-argument dative verb may be realized as either a first object (FO) of a double-object construction (or as a dative in languages with such a case) or as an allative oblique, marked in English by the preposition to:
(22) a. Kim gave/sent/threw Sandy a ball. b. Kim gave/sent/threw a ball to Sandy. Croft et al. (2001) show that, crosslinguistically, verbs meaning give and verbs meaning send form an implicational hierarchy regarding their ability to undergo this alternation. Give is less likely than send to show oblique realization, but if give alternates then so does send. It is commonly assumed that FO realization encodes caused possession while oblique realizations encode directed motion (Green 1974, inter alia) . Decomposition analyses associate these two meanings with two distinct event templates as in (23) Since prominence in the template determines morphosyntactic prominence, (23a) yields the FO/dative realization of the recipient and (23b) yields the allative realization. Such analyses generally assume that all ditransitives have both meanings available and thus predict the alternation (see e.g. Pinker 1989) . But this does not account for Croft et al.'s generalizations that give does not always alternate and that there is a predictive relationship between give alternating and send alternating. RH&L argue instead that give-verbs unambiguously encode caused possession, while send-verbs are polysemous. The monosemy of give is evidenced e.g. in the fact that its recipient argument must be interpretable as a possessor in both the FO and the oblique realization for the sentence to be felicitous (Green 1974) , unlike send, for which this only holds of the FO variant:
(24) a. #John sent/gave London a letter.
(must be "London office") b. John sent/#gave a letter to London. (must be "London office" for give)
The monosemy of give and the polysemy of send explains why in many languages give-verbs do not alternate while send-verbs do (cf. German, Hebrew; see Francez to appear). However, this does not explain why give alternates in English. RH&L argue that give alternates in English for information structural and heaviness reasons (among other things; see Wasow 2002) , not because of a semantic ambiguity.
This analysis, however, leaves several issues open which are problematic for decomposition approaches. First, why is the allative the relevant oblique marker for give when it alternates? If the alternation with give is unrelated to the directed motion template in (23b), there is no reason to expect the oblique frame give shows up in when it alternates to be the allative one. Yet in all languages we are aware of in which give allows an oblique recipient the marker is the allative. Moreover, in Finnish, which lacks a dative case and a double object construction, the allative is the only way to realize a recipient (Karlsson 1999) . RH&L (2005:11) note that "[r]ecipients can be expressed either as a first object or as the object of the preposition to, since they are semantically compatible with both realizations," suggesting a common semantics to allative and FO realization that predicts the correct alternation for give. However, no semantic commonality is encoded anywhere in (23), and thus such representations miss an important generalization.
An entailment-based approach captures these generalizations fairly naturally in terms of shared entailments. We posit the following sets of entailments constituting the roles POSSESSOR and GOAL, which again fall in a subset relation as in (13) ¨g is the endpoint of a path © Both roles share the entailment of denoting the endpoint of some abstract motion of the theme towards the recipient, where a POSSESSOR additionally comes to possess the theme at the end of the event, i.e. POSSESSORS are affected GOALS (as discussed in Jackendoff 1990:267) . This notion of path is necessarily abstract (à la Krifka 1998, Beavers to appear): it refers to a scale of the theme coming to be at or with the goal, i.e. a relation of "central coincidence" following Hale and Keyser (2002:208) , a necessary precondition on coming to be possessed. The alternation can be captured in terms of the thematic roles give and send assign to their non-theme arguments and the participants that FO and allative realize, as outlined in (26) The alternation follows straightforwardly. The role assigned by send is compatible with that realized by to, predicting allative realizations with send. FO realization is possible as well since it is not incompatible with the role assigned by send, but FO realization monotonically adds the entailment of possession (since what FO realizes is a superset of what send selects for). Likewise, the role assigned by give is compatible with FO realization, predicting that give shows this realization option. Crucially, since the role assigned by give subsumes that of to, allative realization is trivially also possible for give. But since give inherently determines a stronger semantics the resultant alternation is semantically vacuous (as in (24)). Thus, from the shared entailments in the semantics of the verbs and the realization options we predict that the relevant oblique marker for give is the allative, as it is for other dative verbs, something the templates in (23) do not capture.
A second, related issue is the motivation for the alternation with give. Assuming that give is monosemous, and given that monosemous verbs can nevertheless alternate for reasons of information structure and heaviness, why does give not alternate in all languages with an allative marker? Predicate decompositions provide no way of addressing this question. The entailments we posit determine a unique interaction which explains this. Give is compatible with oblique realization but always determines a stronger meaning, which interacts with the semantics of FO and to to yield a blocking effect: the stronger realization is preferred for expressing the stronger meaning. The allative realization is hence expected to be heavily dispreferred (a preference that may be grammaticalized in some languages). However, blocking can be overridden if there is some independent need for the alternation. Due to the relative rigidity of English word order, alternations are commonly exploited for various information structural, grammatical, and processing purposes (Givón 1984) . Thus, despite its semantic vacuity, the alternation with give is motivated functionally in English, overriding the blocking effect. Our explanation of Croft et al.'s generalization is therefore that oblique variants with both give and send are always possible, but vacuous alternations as with give are only exploited in a language in which they are functionally motivated. This predicts the lower frequency of alternations with give, and the implicational relationship to send.
6.
Conclusions We discussed three properties of argument/oblique alternations, implicational contrasts, root dependency, and verb hierarchies, which a theory of argument realization should capture. We argued that entailment-based approaches provide a language for capturing such generalizations, whereas decomposition based approaches do not, due to their structural nature. In principal, decomposition approaches can be made to capture at least some of these properties, e.g. by augmenting the structures with semantic information that determines argument realization (as in Jackendoff 1990) or else relating decompositions via meaning postulates in a way that predicts the participant-based contrasts discussed above. Yet such augmentations would themselves constitute a semantic structure upon which linking constraints could be stated, obviating the need for the decompositions themselves. Whether this is a desired research program is a matter for future work, but the questions raised here pose challenges for such theories.
7.
